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Legally Speaking Copyrightability of Java APIs Revisited
A recent case challenges the long-standing view that application program interfaces are not protectable under copyright law.
rights in Java, which shows it knew it needed a license.
When these negotiations failed, Google went ahead and copied 37 of the Java APIs anyway in the Android platform for mobile devices. Tens of thousands of Java programmers have written apps to run on the Android platform. These apps have contributed to the extraordinary success of Android devices.
Shortly after acquiring Sun and its assets, Oracle sued Google for copyright infringement. (There were originally some patent claims in the case as well, but a jury ruled against those claims.) Oracle relied on some judicial precedents that had held the SSO of programs is protectable by copyright law as long as there are multiple ways to design that SSO.
Section 102(b)
At issue in the Oracle case is the proper interpretation of Section 102(b) of U.S. copyright law. It states " [i] n no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle or F OR MORE THAN 20 years, the prevailing view has been that application program interfaces (APIs) are unprotectable elements of copyrighted computer programs. According to this view, programmers are free to reimplement other firms' APIs in independently written code. Competition and innovation in the software industry has thrived amazingly well in part because of rulings upholding this understanding.
Challenging this view is the Court of Appeals of the Federal Circuit (CAFC) May 2014 decision in Oracle v. Google. The CAFC held that the "structure, sequence, and organization" (SSO) of the Java APIs that Google reimplemented in its Android software are protectable expression under copyright law. It reversed a lower court ruling that the Java APIs were not copyrightable.
Google has asked the U.S. Supreme Court to review the CAFC's ruling. Several amicus curiae (friend of the court) briefs have been filed in support of this effort. Hewlett-Packard, Red Hat, and Yahoo! are among these amici (as am I and 77 computer scientists).
The Supreme Court may take the case because the CAFC's decision is in conflict with other appellate court rulings that exclude APIs from copyright protection. This column will explain the Oracle and Google theories about the copyrightability of Java APIs and the precedents on which each relies. The stakes in this case could not be higher.
Oracle's Claims
Developing Java APIs required considerable creativity. Sun's engineers had substantial freedom in the choices they made about how to structure the APIs. The Java APIs are thus easily original enough to qualify for copyright protection, says Oracle (which acquired the intellectual property (IP) rights in Java when it acquired Sun Microsystems).
Java has achieved considerable success, which is why Google wanted to use Java APIs in its software platform for mobile devices. The Supreme Court perceived the question in Baker to be "whether the exclusive property in a system of bookkeeping can be claimed, under the law of copyright, by means of a book in which that system is explained [.] "
The Court ruled Selden's copyright extended to his explanation of the bookkeeping system, but not to the system itself, the method of operation it prescribed, or the forms that implemented the system. Such a "useful art" might have been eligible for patent protection, but not for copyright.
The Court observed that "[t]o give to the author of the book an exclusive property in the [useful] art described therein, when no examination of its novelty has ever been officially made, would be a surprise and a fraud upon the public. That is the province of letters-patent, not of copyright."
Congress codified the Baker holding in Section 102(b). A legislative report said it did so "to make clear that the discovery, regardless of the form in which it is … embodied in such work."
Oracle asserts this provision restates the classic distinction between expression (which copyright law protects) and ideas (which are beyond the scope of copyright protection). Because the Java APIs are much more detailed than ideas and may have original elements, they are not ideas alone, but rather expressions of ideas. The CAFC agreed, concluding these Java APIs are copyrightable because of the creativity they embody and the existence of alternative ways in which Google could have developed its own APIs.
Ninth Circuit Precedents
Google has pointed out the plain language of Section 102(b) makes procedures, systems, and methods of operation unprotectable by copyright law. It asserts the Java APIs at issue are unprotectable under this provision.
Google has relied on several appellate court decisions to support its claims that the Java APIs are unprotectable by copyright law. Especially relevant is the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals' ruling in Sega v. Accolade.
Sega sued Accolade because it made copies of Sega software in the course of reverse-engineering to get access to the interface procedures embedded in the Sega code. Accolade needed to know this information to make its videogames compatible with the Sega platform.
The Ninth Circuit held this reverse engineering was a noninfringing fair use because it was done for the legitimate purpose of getting access to interface procedures that were "the functional requirements for [achieving] compatibility" and consequently unprotectable under Section 102(b).
Google claims the CAFC erred by ignoring this aspect of the Sega decision. (Ordinarily an appeal from a California federal court would have gone to the Ninth Circuit, but because Oracle originally sued Google for patent as well as copyright infringement, Oracle's appeal from the copyright loss went to the CAFC instead. The CAFC was supposed to follow Ninth Circuit precedents.)
The CAFC opined that Google's arguments about compatibility might be relevant to its fair use defense to Oracle's claim of infringement, but not to whether the Java APIs were protectable by copyright law.
Origins of Section 102(b) Exclusions
Copyright's exclusion of systems and methods of operation from the scope tinue to use those macros in the Borland program.
The First Circuit in Borland did not find the SSO concept helpful in distinguishing protectable and unprotectable structural elements of computer programs. It held the SSO at issue in Borland was an unprotectable method of operation under Section 102(b), akin to the command structure of VCR machines.
The trial judge in the Oracle case relied on the Borland decision, characterizing the Java APIs as a similar type of command structure. The CAFC chose not to follow Borland, and interpreted Altai as applicable only when initial designers of APIs are themselves constrained in their choices about structuring the interfaces.
Conclusion
Twenty years ago, the Supreme Court took Lotus' appeal from the First Circuit ruling. After oral argument, it split 4-4 on the proper interpretation of Section 102(b) as applied to computer programs. This left the First Circuit opinion intact, but did not make a nationwide precedent. The issues left undecided in that case are before the Court in the Oracle case.
Several amicus briefs filed in support of Google's appeal say that if the Supreme Court does not repudiate the CAFC's interpretation of copyright law, the result will likely be a new surge in litigation over the protectability of APIs, even though this issue had seemed to be resolved by appellate court rulings going back to 1992.
Oracle filed its brief in opposition to Supreme Court review in December 2014. Google's petition for review was put on the Court's calendar in January 2015. The Court decided to ask the Solicitor General to weigh in on whether the Court should hear Google's appeal (which increases the likelihood the Court will take the case by 46 times). I predict the Court will review this case. How the Court will decide that case remains to be seen. A ruling in support of interoperability is much to be hoped for. expression adopted by the programmer is the copyrightable element in a computer program, and that the actual processes or methods embodied in the program are not within the scope of the copyright law."
The Ninth Circuit in Sega recognized copyright law should not protect interface procedures because that would confer patent-like protection on the functional requirements for compatibility without Sega meeting the stricter standards required for patents.
The trial judge in Oracle expressed concern that Oracle's copyright claim might be seeking to obtain "an exclusive right to a functional system, process, or method of operation that belongs in the realm of patents, not copyrights." The court noted that " [b] oth Oracle and Sun have applied for and received patents that claim aspects of the Java API."
In overturning that decision, the CAFC seemed untroubled about possible overlaps of copyright and patent protection for APIs. In effect, it read the procedure, system, and method exclusions out of the statute.
